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Tiivistelmä:  

Tämä tutkimus on laadullinen sisällönanalyysi Indonesian uskonnonvapaustilanteesta. Sen tavoitteena 

on avata maan monimutkaista uskonnonvapaustilannetta, jossa vähemmistöjen ihmisoikeudet ovat 

uhattuina, vaikka maan perustuslaki on rakennettu kunnioittamaan uskonnonvapautta. Kiinnostukseni 

teemaan heräsi, kun olin Indonesiassa Kirkkojen maailmanneuvoston kansainvälisten asiain 

komission jäsenenä ja kuulin radikalisaation jyrkästä kasvusta.  

Indonesia on tuhansien saarien valtio, jossa eri uskontoryhmät ja kulttuurit ovat eläneet 

rinnakkain. Itsenäistymisen jälkeen 1949 Indonesiassa alkoi kausi, jolloin haluttiin yhdistää kansa ja 

syntyi perustuslakiin kirjattu ideologia, pancasila, jonka periaatteiden mukaan indonesialaiset elävät 

tänäkin päivänä. Viidestä periaatteesta ensimmäinen on usko Jumalaan. Indonesia on kuitenkin 

sekulaari valtio, jossa kuudella uskonnolla on laissa erityinen asema. Islam on uskonnoista suurin, ja 

maassa on maailman suurin islaminuskoinen väestö.  

Periaatteessa uskonto- ja väestöryhmät elävät harmoniassa, mutta on käynyt yhä selvemmäksi, 

että uskonnonvapaudella on rajansa. Vähemmistöjen tilanne on heikentynyt. Radikalisaatiolle on 

annettu enemmän tilaa, ja suvaitsemattomuus erilaisuutta kohtaan on lisääntynyt. Tilanne on monin 

puolin johtanut konflikteihin, joissa useimmiten uhreina ovat vähemmistön edustajat, kirkot ja 

enemmistöstä eroavat islamilaiset liikkeet. Indonesiassa on kaksi 2000-luvulla päivitettyä lakia, 

jumalanpilkka- ja uskonnollisen harmonian laki, jotka omalta osaltaan antavat tilaa tällaiselle 

käytökselle. Molemmat lait tukevat sunnimuslimienemmistöä. 

Tutkielman vertailu- sekä lähtökohtana on ihmisoikeuksien yleismaailmallinen julistus. Tutkielma 

on koottu ensisijaisesti kansainvälisistä raporteista, mm. Yhdysvaltain kansainvälisen 

uskonnonvapauskomission raporteista. Toissijaisena aineistona on käytetty aiempaa akateemista 

kirjallisuutta poikkitieteellisesti eri akateemisilta aloilta. 

Tutkimus alkaa perehtymällä Indonesian historialliseen ja hallinnolliseen tilanteeseen ja uskonnon 

osaan siinä. Itse Analyysissä käsitellään erityisesti jumalanpilkkalakia ja sen käyttöä sekä 

uskonnollisen harmonian lakia ja sen vaikutuksia vähemmistöihin. Tutkimus vastaa siten kysymyksiin 

uskonnonvapauden tilasta Indonesiassa, siihen millainen rooli valtiolla sekä islamilla on suhteessa 

uskonnonvapauskysymyksiin sekä siihen, miten uskonnonvapauslait ja -tilanne vaikuttavat 

vähemmistöihin Indonesiassa.  

Tulokset osoittavat, että enemmistöllä on huomattavasti enemmän valtaa verrattuna 

vähemmistöihin ja että se myös käyttää valtaa oman uskonnollisen edun tavoittelemiseen. Tämä on 

johtanut siihen, että vähemmistöt ovat ajautuneet kapeammalle alueelle sekä suoranaisten 

hyökkäysten kohteeksi. Vähemmistöuskontojen edustajat ovat joutuneet maalittamisten kohteiksi, ja 

lakeja on käytetty heitä vastaan myös poliittisen pelin pelaamiseen. Vähemmistöuskontojen 

hengelliset tilat ovat olleet hyökkäysten kohteina eikä uusille tiloille ei ole annettu rakennuslupia. 

Uskonnonvapauden tila on kaventunut huomattavasti verrattuna itsenäistymisen jälkeiseen aikaan. 

Uskonnon kontrollointi lain voimin sekä käyttö poliittisena elementtinä on Indonesian tapauksessa 

epäonnistunut turvaamaan uskonnonvapauden kaikille. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 

1.1. The Aim and Importance of this Thesis 

 

This thesis analyses the relationship and differences between the Western concept of Freedom 

of Religion and Indonesian laws and practises on freedom of religion. In the democratic world 

we consider the freedom of religion as a Universal Human Right that should be protected. 

Still freedom of religion is protected in many different ways all over the world as well as it is 

seen differently in various contexts. Some countries, such as France would say that they do 

everything to protect the freedom of religion, but it might in the process actually dismiss the 

rights of a specific religious adherents in the name of freedom of religion. This is often related 

to the question on how we interpret freedom of religion and whether there is more emphasis 

on negative or positive freedom of religion, in this case, whether the state emphasises the 

freedom to practice a religion or the freedom from religion(s). 

In Indonesia, the case is complex and requires historical understanding of the country. 

This thesis will try to explain how freedom of religion is practised in the Indonesian context, 

how it is seen in a governmental level and how it is in connection with Islam. Indonesia is 

known for many as an Islamic country and for others it is known for its tolerance towards 

cultures and religions. Since its beginning Indonesia has been multi-religious, and even when 

Islam found its place in Indonesia, the country kept the cultural norms and values from its 

Hindu-Buddhist past. In the recent years we have seen a shift in the Indonesian public sphere, 

it has become more intolerant and less free. Minorities, religious and/or ethnic, have been 

marginalised even more and extremist ideologies have increased. Even though in Indonesia 

religions and religious freedom are both regulated heavily by the state.  

Has the country changed from its tolerant past or has it ever actually been tolerant as we 

think? The thesis will examine the questions from the current perspective and find out 

whether the laws about religion are in accordance to the universal notions of freedom of 

religion or is there contradicting laws in place that are in fact against the universal norms. The 

thesis will also examine the reasons behind the current state of the country. This thesis will 

also analyse the role of the state and authorities by checking whether the regulations on 
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religion have had an impact and in which way. Another point which this thesis will touch is 

the question on the importance of other Islamic countries and have they contributed to the 

change. Indonesian Islam has been seen always different from other Islamic countries, and it 

is been seen as very modest compared to the Middle East and maybe recently there has more 

influence from the Middle East and it could be that have become more dominant in 

comparison to the influence of Western countries. 

 

 

1.2. Research Questions 
 

The topic of this master’s thesis is the Shrinking Space of Religious Freedom in Indonesia. 

The main research question is 1) How Religious Freedom is practised in Indonesia, and the 

sub-questions are 2) What is the role of Islam in relation to Freedom of Religion in Indonesia, 

3) How the government of Indonesia interprets the laws that are in place and how the national 

and local authorities are executing them, and 4) How the situation is perceived by the 

religious minorities of the country. This research is focusing merely on the development that 

has happened over the years and how Indonesia has changed since becoming an Independent 

country.  

 

 

1.3. Previous Research and Literary Review  

 

Freedom of religion has been a question for a debate for some time and this thesis wants to 

emphasise that the question of freedom of religion is not easy, and it is almost impossible to 

oversee it objectively. But it is still important question to analyse. The freedom of religion is 

linked to many other freedoms and rights. This means that the freedom of religion is linked 

usually to other violations of other human rights and freedoms. In Indonesia this is seen 

closely linked to rights of minorities, an issue that reflects from the culture of majority to the 

minorities, ethnic or religious. And in Indonesia there are many varieties of cultures, 

ethnicities, and religions. This thesis is made from the Western perspective and/or Finnish 
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perspective as there is many differences in the Western countries but the basis relies on the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.  

 Freedom of religion has been studied a lot, but it has many gaps as well. Different 

countries have very different laws on religious freedom and in the other hand the laws that are 

in place may not give a full answer as the laws can also ignored or practised in another way. 

The trend on questions on freedom of religion vary from countries and areas of the world, but 

there is few distinctive topics that are discussed widely and some that should be research 

further.  

Religious freedom is a part of human rights and there is always the question on how they 

relate to each other. Religious freedom is an important tool for other freedoms and only 

together they make people equal, without the respect for one human right, all human rights 

lose their meaning. Universal human rights belong to all human beings whether they are 

religious or not. Still the question is often analysed which law or freedom comes first. 

Bielefeldt, the previous UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief, and Wiener 

highlight the fact that in some cases human rights and the freedom of religion and belief may 

collide or be at odds with some specific human rights. (Bielefeldt 2020, 85–87). One of the 

recent topics and related to the wider phenomena of human rights that is defended by freedom 

of religion, is the case of male circumcision. It has been discussed a lot in public and in the 

academic world lately. The male circumcision is a question that is clearly part of a religious 

tradition and has a wide meaning on how to become and/or being a member of a religion. This 

has been under the eyes of public and there is a lot of debate on the ethicality of the ritual. In 

Germany the issue became a fiercely debated issue in 2012 when the court in Cologne ruled 

that circumcision is unjustified bodily harm if it is reasoned by non-medical evidence. Jens 

Greve has made a comprehensive research article The German debate on male circumcision 

and Habermas’ model of post‐secularity that gives a good analysis on the both sides of the 

issue. (Greve 2017). Another previously researched topic that also relates to many European 

and especially Nordic countries is the relationship between state and religion. In different 

countries there is different solutions to the issue. In England the majority religion holds grand 

prestige but small in authority, in Sweden the majority religion has a great wealth but is small 

in prestige these days. Still in these and many other countries the majority religion holds a 

very different role, compared to the minority religions, within the state hierarchies and wealth 

related to taxational benefits. It seems to be an eternal problem of a debate and there is a lot of 

research made about it in relation to a specific state. Kati Nieminen has researched the 
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question between state and religion in Europe as well as in the research she also brings out the 

questions of Christian bias in the European court system (Nieminen 2015) that has also been a 

hotspot for other researchers recently as the European Court recently ruled headscarves as 

religious symbol that can be forbidden by the employer in the name of neutrality in the 

workspace and it is seen as opposing the freedom of religion. Headscarves and other Islamic 

traditions have been under a scrutiny in the West for the past decades and especially after 

9/11. Conflicts and attacks often bring questions of religion and religious freedom to the 

public. The freedom becomes a debate and the question of negative and positive freedom 

arises. The Christian bias as mentioned by Nieminen becomes prominent and affects mostly 

those who are in the minority. Freedom of religion and belief also embodies according to 

Bielefeldt and Wiener the principle of equality and the principle of equality itself requires 

readiness to accommodate specific needs of minorities (Bielefeldt 2020, 85). The question of 

minority rights often go hand in hand with the freedom of religion and belief and many of the 

debated questions directly relate to minorities. This comes out in questions for example in 

Islam whether one can leave or change religion, whether one is free to assemble as a minority 

and many other related issues and many of them relate also to the questions of freedom of 

religion in Indonesia.  

Indonesia as a country is interesting as it has been religiously tolerant, but the atmosphere 

has changed in the 1990s as the influence from Middle East has grown. There is a lot of 

research made from the past and history of Indonesia and how it developed to become a 

Muslim majority state. Indonesia has a complex history as it is a country that is divided into 

many islands and cultures, so to say that it has only one story, it is wrong. The history is 

complex and vast, and there is a lot of research made about it, as it also has a colonial past. As 

a post-colonial country there are good amount of articles and academic publications on it, as 

well as on it becoming independent, but the research of the country as a whole stops mostly 

there. Indonesia becomes a country that is developed well, it is democratic and moderate in its 

Muslim/religious present. It becomes overlooked on the academic field and in the 

international arena. In this thesis the history was researched thoroughly from many sources 

that gave a wide understanding of the country and its governmental history and structure.   

A lot of the research of this thesis has been made out of reports and official documents 

produced by the international society such as the United Nations reports from the Special 

Rapporteur for Freedom and Religion and Belief (2017), as well as the reports from the 

United States Commission on Religious Freedom (USCIRF) and articles and reports by Non-
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Governmental Organisations (NGOs) such as the Human Rights Watch (HRW). All of these 

organisations have been good on providing material that has been updated.  The UN and the 

USCIRF represent the same understanding of universality of human rights, and they take into 

account all the international laws. The NGOs look maybe slightly deeper for example the 

HRW has an Indonesian based office in Indonesia and Indonesian scholar as their reporter on 

cases that happen in Indonesia. Therefore, it does feel that the understanding of the situations 

locally is good, even though the organisations headquarter is based in the US. The US 

Commission on Religious Freedom does excellent work on reviewing countries and finding 

out the key areas of interest in the name of religious freedom. They give the information 

openly and they keep updating their country profiles yearly. In the other hand, the academic 

resource material that is used, is trying to look deeper than official reports of the country by 

finding out the historical events that led to those cases that named organisations are writing 

their reports about.  

 This study is fairly broad analysis of the overall situation in Indonesia and how it 

exercises the law, and how religious minorities are perceiving their situation. Therefore, I 

must admit that the sources and previous research was not exactly looking the situation as I 

have done in this thesis. I have collected the information from various sources that are 

analysing a more specifically a certain situation, event, law etc. This study is also done from 

multidisciplinary setting and therefore, the literary used is from various academic fields. The 

theory is based on universal laws as well as it is looking what are the basic trends in Islamic 

view on religious freedom. The basis for understanding Indonesian history and democratic 

setting comes from multiple scholars, Suryadinata (2002), Taylor (2012), Ramstedt (2004), 

Kersten (2017) and Morfit (1981), for a broader understanding of the country. The analysis is 

founded from resources that explain what is happening; Harsono (2018 & 2020) from Human 

Rights Watch is a researcher who has graduated from Harvard, has made many articles on the 

country and its human rights violations, Peterson (2020) from University of Melbourne is the 

author of the book published very recently in 2020 that analyses the case of Ahok, the 

blasphemy case. Also a lawyer and a scholar Asma T. Uddin (2011) has researched 

blasphemy in Indonesia. And the analysis of Islamic organisations I have found and used 

comes from the research of Nastiti and Ratri (2018) from the Institute of Southeast Asian 

Studies. Also, the article from Contemporary Islam have been used to analyse what is the 

relationship between the Indonesian government and the Islamic organisations especially the 

Islamic Defender’s Front. The academic articles used to analyse the organisational structure 
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are a bit on the older side, and I must admit that it would have made the study richer if there 

were more updated information on that front. 

 

 

 

1.4. The Progress and the Methods of the Study 

 

This study is a critical analysis on the role and situation in Indonesia in relation to religious 

freedom in the country. It is inspecting and analysing what is happening in Indonesia and how 

it has evolved to the situation it is today. My appeal to Indonesia started with a visit to 

Jakarta, the capital of the country, where I was privileged to be able to meet the Minister of 

Religious Affairs and to visit the Communion of the Churches in Indonesia. The Communion 

of the Churches in Indonesia works together with the local authorities and with other religions 

as well. To my knowledge, Indonesia was a great example on how religions are coexisting 

and how the state respects its multireligious setting also officially. During the visit in Jakarta, 

I got to know more about the actual situation on how religious minorities are mistreated in 

many levels of the society, and my interest to know more grew even bigger. The two 

distinctive laws about Indonesian religious situation become evident throughout the visit. 

(Ojanen 2019). It was natural for me then to choose this topic to make my thesis from. The 

initial assumption that Indonesia is a multireligious country with a tolerant mind setting has 

changed towards a more intolerant position and that human rights violations have increased, 

has been supported by the data collected.  

 The research method is a qualitative content analysis of the current situation in Indonesia. 

The beginning of the research, the standpoint was without a clear hypothesis, but focused to 

find out by systematically analysing the evidence found. The theory has been used as a 

background for the understanding of the global situation and to give interpretation 

possibilities for the research results and to give boundaries to the research. I have been 

studying critically the resources and material used. The material has been selected from 

various different sources, academic articles, official reports, news publications and factsheets. 

All those materials have been selected by discretion and by their relevance to this thesis. The 

materials are mostly found from the databases that University of Helsinki has access to and 

therefore those resource materials have the academic credibility. I did ask one of the most 

recent articles to be added to the University’s database. Daniel Peterson’s “Islam, blasphemy, 
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and human rights in Indonesia: the trial of Ahok” which was published in 2020 and therefore 

understood that it would be a good addition to my analysis as well as the University’s 

database. This could also mean that I have missed few of the other recent publications as I 

have had no knowledge of their existence as most of the used material comes from the 

University’s database. Many of the material are by the most prominent scholars in the field of 

freedom of religion and especially in relation to Islamic contexts.  

 The research questions have been analysed from a Western setting and mainly from 

Western sources, but I have tried to involve as much as possible sources from Asia and 

Indonesia. The analysis is based of primary sources and secondary sources. The primary 

resources used in this study are the country reports and official publications from the United 

States Commission on International Religious Freedom, and other non-governmental and 

governmental reports for example from the United Nations and the reports from the Special 

Rapporteur of Freedom of Religion. Also, the theoretical framework of the study is made 

from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as well as finding the basic reasoning in 

Islam and its notion of Religious Freedom from Saeed’s sourcebook from Georgetown 

University. The thesis is made mostly from secondary sources as the research is made with 

limited skills of Indonesian language. In this thesis, there was no possibility to use language-

wise other than English and Finnish sources. This definitely made the research more difficult 

as there was no clear access to the Indonesian constitution or the national and the local laws in 

English.  

The secondary sources have made it possible to understand the laws, politics, and the 

governmental structure of the country. They also lay the background and basis for 

understanding the country with its history and social structures and issues. The secondary 

sources are coming from various academic fields, such as theology, religious studies, history, 

and political science. They are scholarly sources and predominantly from specific chapters 

from larger academic publications or other academic articles. In addition, I have used for 

example, a conversation between two predominant scholars from the field, Asma T. Uddin 

and Daniel Philpott, and news articles to understand the local situation better and to find 

evidence of the happenings in the country.  
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2. The Basis of the Analysis on Freedom of Religion 

 

The second chapter of the thesis will lay out the basis and starting point for the study. It will 

give clarity on the terminology of religion and religious freedom and explain some main 

aspects of religious freedom in the Islamic context. Religion is a word that is very common, 

but at the same time has legal boundaries and therefore it is necessary to define how it is used 

in this study. Religious freedom is legally defined in many countries and it also is a universal 

concept, but still different countries perceive religious freedom differently. Also, religious and 

non-religious societies may focus on certain aspects of religious freedom more than some 

other aspects. Islamic context is part of this study and that is why this chapter it will analyse 

what are the main aspects of religious freedom that come forward when we look at Islam.  

 

2.1. Religion 

 

Religion is defined in the Cambridge Dictionary as “the belief in and worship of a god or 

gods, or any such system of belief and worship.” This definition works well when we define a 

word but religion as such is a loaded word that can be examined by law, it can be studied 

from different angles, and as for example as a phenomenon of a group or an individual. 

Religion might not differ much from an ideology or a worldview, but in most countries, it 

is regulated by law with a special status. Some countries give different religions a more 

special status than other religions and for instance, this is the case in Finland. Only two 

religious organisations are governed by public law which gives them the special right for 

taxation and other related benefits together with the obligation for accountability (Opetus- ja 

kulttuuriministeriö 2020). This is also the case in Indonesia as there are six official religions 

that are accepted by the state, and therefore other religions do not have the same protection or 

status than the official ones have.  

In this study the notion of religion is examined from the law perspective to the wider 

phenomenon as the law might diminish religion into what are the official religions of the 

country. This way we do not exclude religions or beliefs that are not official by one country, 

and we take into account also the concept of being able to be free from religious constrains as 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states.   
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2.2. Freedom of Religion and Belief 

 

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right 

includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in 

community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in 

teaching, practice, worship and observance. (UN General Assembly, 1948, art. 18) 

 

Freedom of Religion and Belief is a principle and a fundamental human right that supports the 

freedom of an individual or a community. This thesis will use the international ratifications, 

and the universal conventions as the basis for the arguments made. The most important rights 

and especially the right for Freedom of Religion and Belief are proclaimed in the United 

Nations (UN) General Assembly in 1948 in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(UDHR). The document is the first in history, that sets the fundamental human rights to be 

protected universally. Therefore, we can say that the Freedom of Religion and Belief, that is 

in the UDHR as article 18, is a fundamental human right and should be protected in all 

regions in the world – universally, and that the rights are inalienable to all peoples and 

nations. The other important convention used in this thesis is the Convention for the 

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms also called as the European 

Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Especially the ECHR article 9 about Freedom of 

thought, conscience, and religion (Council of Europe 1950). For this thesis it is relevant to use 

as well as the universal declarations to also use the European notions of Human Rights to 

emphasise the perspective from where we are studying and examining the Indonesian case. 

The Freedom of Religion and Belief protects people with religious including new, old, 

traditional, and non-traditional beliefs and non-religious beliefs for example pacifism, 

atheism, and humanism. All these various beliefs share the same protection. States should be 

the one protecting these beliefs. The Freedom of Religion and Belief does not mention any 

religion specifically by name and it is in no meaning a confessional freedom, and therefore it 

is for all whether they are religious or not. The Finnish Ecumenical Council has compiled the 

Freedom of Religion into seven normative core values in its publication “Pieni opas 

uskonnonvapauteen”. The core values are compiled from the UDHR art. 18 and ECHR art. 9, 

by also considering the whole convention and declaration to include freedoms such as 
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Freedom from torture (UDHR art. 5). It is important to understand that all freedoms are not 

separate islands on their own to be protected but to be protected together with the other 

freedoms. Therefore, this thesis will use the basis of the seven core values put together by the 

Finnish Ecumenical Council in 2012. The values are 1. The freedom to have, choose, change 

or leave a religion or a belief, 2. Freedom to manifest a religion or a belief, 3. Freedom from 

coercion, 4. Freedom from discrimination, 5. Parents rights and children’s rights, 6. The right 

to conscientious objection, and 7. Employers and employees including reasonable 

accommodation in relation to employees beliefs and their need to manifest their religion in the 

workplace.  

Human rights are a package and as mentioned before the rights are not separate rights 

on their own, they relate to each other. When states violate one right, they easily end up 

violating other rights too, and the importance and the sanctity of human rights as a 

fundamental right lose importance. As the US Commission on International Religious 

Freedom comments on Religious freedom as the: “vital element of national security, critical 

to ensuring a more peaceful, prosperous, and stable world.” (USCIRF 2017). Freedom of 

Religion and Belief is linked in many objects that relate to general human rights agendas, 

peace and security issues, reduction of poverty and democratisation processes. This can be 

seen that when Freedom of Religion and Belief is being violated on the processes of violating 

other rights. One example could be the Freedom for Private Life (ECHR art. 8) that is violated 

together with the Freedom of Religion and Belief in Indonesia by the lawful requirement of 

stating a personal religious affiliation in the national identity cards. This leads to diminished 

rights for minorities and it increases discrimination on official level. Many other violations 

occur together with the Freedom of Expression, in Indonesia the law against blasphemy has 

seen problematic in practice and in relation to its constitution. It is hard to be objective on 

who and what can be said in public and whether it is an actual blasphemy. In Indonesia, this 

law has affected those who belong to a religious minority including Islamic minorities and 

even more those who belong to more than one minority, for example a religious minority and 

an ethnic minority. 

 Religious Freedom and Belief is a term that can easily be seen as a modern liberal 

discourse and an ideal right, but it is in fact a complex right. The complexity and problems 

arise when we define what is religion and how religious freedom can protect religious people 

and those who want to stay out of any religious pressure. Culture and religion often go hand 

in hand, and it is hard to say what part of the religion is from a culture and what in cultures is 
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purely religious. Different countries and multi-state organisations tend to hold some religions 

more approved than other religions. For example, in the case against Italy (Lautsi v. Italy 

2011) where a crucifix -symbol in a school was defended by the state as a cultural symbol 

rather than a Christian symbol. The European Court of Human Rights rejected the state of 

Italy on the emphasis on neutrality in public education. The case continued and after the 

judgement was reversed by the Grand Chamber. This case shows us that there always exists 

some bias when we talk about religions. Would Islamic or Atheistic symbols ever be 

considered important cultural or traditional symbols in the European context? In other 

countries it may be the other way, but how will we ever reach Freedom of Religion and Belief 

fully if we always have built-in bias. Another concern is that is neutrality as such an objective 

at all, or will it still give more freedom to others? What is neutral and who can define 

neutrality? For example, wearing a hijab is generally considered as a religious symbol that 

employers may use to discriminate legally employees who would not remove the hijab on 

workplace on the grounds on neutrality. Here we can see that Christians and others, those who 

are not using any veil but may use a cross as necklace have the upper hand.  

 Freedom of Religion and Belief as any human right may have the legitimate limitations to 

it if necessary. There is only a certain type of limitations that are seen legitimate, limitations 

can only be limiting the ways of manifestation a certain religion, not to discriminate a 

religious conviction, individual or a group. Like any human right, it should be under a very 

serious reason that any human right is limited, and it must be grounded in law and the 

limitations must be proportionate. If there is any way a state could divert the goal in another 

way than with limitations, it must be used. The reasons to limit any human right may include 

generally public order, public health, public security, basic human rights, and public morals. 

Mentioning these may give way of being interpret in the wrong way and in most human rights 

documents these are not mentioned, therefore the limitations are not encouraged.  

 

 

2.3. Religious Freedom in Islamic Context 

 

Religious Freedom is a contested human right within Islam. There are many ways to analyse 

it, we can analyse what is written in the Quran, we can go through the laws of Muslim 

majority countries, we can rely on the international law, or we could go through the historical 
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events that mark religious freedom in Islam. This chapter will go through the main questions 

and issues that are often raised in the context of Islam and Religious Freedom.  

 Islam is no differ than any religion when it comes to being diverse and being part of a 

wider culture around it. Therefore, we may ask, who and how can we analyse it properly? 

Daniel Philpott says that religious freedom is a good criterion and a fair test on looking a 

religion, and whether it is peaceful or violent. In his words religious freedom is a universal 

human right rather than a Western value. What he found out was that looking Muslim 

majority countries from outside, the 47 countries, seem to be far less free than the rest of the 

world. But in his study, he says it is more complex than that when we look closer. Actually 11 

out of the 47 countries are religiously free countries. This total over one-fourth makes a 

difference even if it is a minority. In his study he went even further and mentions that from 

those countries that are left, actually 14 of those are secularly repressive, in Philpott’s words 

“meaning that the regime controls and marginalizes Islam in order to further a Western 

ideology of modernization”. (Council of Foreign Relations, 2019). What this means is that 

Muslim majority countries are not all the same even if we in the West often perceive them as 

one culture. The 21 Muslim majority countries that are left, are in fact governing the state in 

an Islamist ideology that promotes traditional form of Islam which often violates the many 

forms of Religious Freedom. But we cannot say that this is the case with all Muslim majority 

countries. 

 If we focus outside the various countries and their policies, and look only the religious 

aspects, we will come across few main questions that come up with Islam and religious 

freedom. These are the Islamic Law on Apostasy, Proselytization on the part of non-Muslims, 

and the Islamic concept of Dhimmi.  

 Apostasy, meaning the conversion from Islam or leaving Islam. It is the controversial 

case in Islam where Muslims do not possess the freedom to leave their own religion. For the 

same reasons it is forbidden for non-Muslims to proselytize, advocate or encourage for 

Muslims to change their religion. There are advocates for and against apostasy being 

punishable. Those who believe that apostasy should be followed base their teaching in 

Hadith, where it is said that who changes their religion is killed. (Saeed 2014, 9–11). The 

Hadith and the early traditional teachings of Islam have constructed the case of apostasy law 

to prescribe the penalty for leaving Islam as a “divine law”. Yet, Abdullah Saeed suggests that 

this is questionable and that there would not be anything to specify this kind of punishment 
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for apostasy in Quran. He even states that Prophet Muhammad Himself did not impose this 

kind of teaching as he points out that there is a case in the collection of al-Bukhari that tells a 

story where Prophet Himself let a man return from Islam to their former religion without any 

kind of punishment. (Saeed 2014, 9–11).  

 Islamic concept of Dhimmi is to have a protected status, but still inferior status to 

Muslims. Dhimmis are considered to be persons who are non-Muslims and living in a Muslim 

majority country. Usually it is only meant to mean Christians and Jews, and not for example 

Hindus. The protection sounds safe and reasonable, but it definitely values people according 

to their religion. In the concept of Dhimmi, what happens to those who are not Dhimmi, 

Christian or Jew? What sort of class section is there for the others who are left and even those 

without a religion? The Dhimmi system puts people in order on what they believe in and what 

they are born into, and for that reason, it is a problematic concept when we look the 

universality of human rights.  

 Modern Muslims interpret more and more Islam in a more broader thinking that includes 

the appreciation of human rights and the equality between different groups and religions. And 

we can see that for example in the Cairo Declaration of Human Rights in Islam it affirms the 

idea of Religious Freedom and Belief in accepting the notion of conscience and worship but it 

is in the other hand limiting the protection of freedom of belief and worship with the 

requirements of the traditional Islamic law. (Saeed 2014, 5–6). To Philpott the one of the key 

issues in Islam and Freedom of Religion and Belief is that whether it erodes or supports the 

social environment which Islam will flourish (Philpott 2013, 6). 

 

 

3. Context and Central Concepts 

 

The third chapter of the thesis will focus on the central concepts and contexts that are laying 

the ground to understand Indonesia and its decisions better. It will start by introducing the 

country’s geographical location and the population. It will present the historical turning points 

from the road to independence until the recent history by introducing the regimes, people and 

political periods that have been moulding the country that it is today. The chapter will also 
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give an introduction on how the state is governed and how religion plays a role in the 

government, and how religion is intertwined with the society and culture. In the end of this 

chapter the thesis will present the population more deeply by focusing on the religious 

minorities of the country. In this thesis religious minorities are all minorities, the official 

religious minorities by the state and non-official religious minorities of the state.  

 

3.1. History of Indonesia 

 

Indonesia is a country that has over 19,000 islands across a geographical area, as large as the 

European continent, between the Pacific Ocean and Indian Ocean. It also makes Indonesia the 

fourth-largest country by population in the world, with the population of 267 million people. 

Some islands are densely populated and host most of the population. Java, where the capital 

Jakarta is located, holds over 130 million people on its island. Indonesia in total has over 300 

major ethnic and language groups over its islands. Javanese culture dominates as the largest 

cultural and ethnic group, but surprisingly language-wise the main and official language of 

the nation is Bahasa Indonesian, which is a form of Malay.  

 Indonesia is the third-largest democracy in the world and has the largest Islamic 

population in the world with over 87% of the population identifying themselves Muslim. This 

does not make Indonesia an Islamic state as one would think. Many Indonesians view Islam 

as a religion of the daily life including generally the social norms and morale of Islam. This 

way of thinking has shifted in the course of history, with a revival of Islam in the 1990s 

emerged. The revival of Islam brought a more Middle Eastern approach of Islam to Indonesia. 

Throughout its history Indonesia has been religiously tolerant, and this can be also seen how 

Indonesia and its policies were formed. Many parts of Indonesia converted to Islam in the 

fifteenth century, but before that Buddhism and Hinduism were the majority religions and still 

today hold a cultural value. Today in Indonesia there exists significant religious minorities, 

which are Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, Hinduism, Buddhism and Confucianism. These 

religions, including the majority religion, Islam, are all the official religions of the country.  

 Indonesia as a country came to be only in the mid-20th century and it was the Netherlands 

that established its physical frontiers when the Dutch started to colonise the country by taking 

over the many islands and making it a single colony, The Netherlands East Indies. The Dutch 

colonised some parts of the country for over 300 years, and some islands far less. The Dutch 
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colonised the islands to export goods such as sugar, coffee, tea, tin, tobacco, palm oil and 

petroleum (Taylor 2012, 5). Many aspects of Indonesia today can be understood with its 

history with the Netherlands that provided Indonesia some of the economic and bureaucratic 

bases. Many of the administrative norms and policies are still in use that were developed by 

the Dutch. The Dutch made the multiple Indonesian islands to a single colony and therefore, 

Indonesians as we know today started to form as a country and see themselves as one nation 

slowly from that era.  

Japan invaded Indonesia in the interest of the exported goods and labour in 1942. This 

short time under the Japanese rule can still be seen today in Indonesia as well as the Dutch 

influence. The Japanese gave many Indonesians a military training (that was supposed to help 

Japan’s war interests) and some rules and policies were changed at the time. The time of the 

Japanese rule was a turning point for Indonesia, the Indonesian nationalism grew from small 

movements to a real struggle for independence. Thus, the Indonesian Revolution 1945-1949 

emerged, and it was led by Indonesia’s first president, Sukarno. Indonesia became a new 

nation and a state after the Revolution when the Netherlands transferred the sovereign power 

to Indonesia in 1949 (Vickers 2013, 1–4). It was not easy for Indonesia to become what it is 

today, as it is a vast archipelago-state with so many various cultures and languages. There was 

a lot of imbalances with different interests from different sides of the country, some of them 

are still seen today. This struggle made what Indonesia is today, a state with one language and 

a national identity even with its diversity.  

 The politics of the nation-state Indonesia of today really started with its first President, 

Sukarno, who held his position from the beginning of the Revolution in 1945 until 1966. He 

allied Indonesia to the communist states, China, and Soviet Union. The beginning of 

Indonesian nation-state history was hard with the rising of both communist and Islam-oriented 

militias. The government made a difficult decision at the time to set-up the republic with a 

multi-party system that would bring the dividing sides together and keep peace between 

different interests by Christians and Muslim provinces in the country. (Taylor 2012, 9). This 

quickly changed in 1957 when Sukarno initiated military rule and closed the elected 

parliament. Sukarno’s alternative government rule came to be, and he appointed a totally new 

assembly. This assembly was formed by the communist, nationalist, and religious parties and 

the opposition did not exist, and their complaints were not listened to. The new alternative 

was Sukarno’s way of handling Indonesian solutions for Indonesian problems at the time. The 

period and method that Sukarno used is known more commonly as “Guided Democracy”.  
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Sukarno was a firm believer and an advocate of the Indonesian philosophical theory or an 

ideology of the state, Pancasila1. It was considered an alternative to European or American 

constitutions (Taylor 2012, 9–10). Sukarno was eventually removed from office by a coup 

that included a kidnap and killing many of his officials. Military General Suharto took over 

the army the next day and eventually Sukarno was forced to step down. During this period 

ultimately around 800 000 Indonesians were killed for having communist sympathies and the 

Indonesian Communist Party was terminated and the power shifted towards political Islam 

and the militias. 

 Following Sukarno’s removal from office, the “New Order” government, led by the 

General Suharto and other subsequent leaders of the state, have been leaning more towards 

the West, Middle East, and Japan. Differently to Sukarno, the New Order government did not 

follow the communist parts of the world. The shift since then has slowly moved more to the 

Middle East, and today we could say that Indonesia has been juggling between the Islamic 

world and the Western world. There has been a successful contribution from the supporters of 

Islamizing Indonesian society, by establishing Islamic Banks and moving foreign policies 

closer to the policies of the World Islamic Conference and the Arab League.  

 The New Order government and the President Suharto wanted to make a move away 

from communism, and therefore removed all policies and organisations that were considered 

communistic. He turned the country away from communism, he settled the readmission to the 

United Nations and started multiple development plans for the country. Even though this was 

a huge step towards a more democratic state, there was a fear of resurgence of communism. 

The government taught throughout the country that any resurgence of communism would 

destroy all the good that the New Order government have achieved. One example of it was 

that all discussions on conflict relating to religious, ethnic, or political issues and other 

differences of opinion were banned. Suharto was in power until 1998, and during his time 

Indonesia became more and more globalised, it sustained economic growth, and there was a 

development of an Indonesian middle class. In the end, his governance was not answering 

enough to the Indonesians needs, and eventually the financial crisis in Asia around 1997 made 

it difficult for him to continue (Taylor 2012, 9–11).  

 The era after Suharto’s regime was a period that affected everyone in the country as 

political violence begun to arise everywhere as well as in the capital. Military and police 

 
1 Further expressed in chapter 3.2.  
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forces were separated in the reforms made after Suharto’s time in office. The military was 

divided but the conflict between police forces and military forces was more important than the 

division inside the military forces. These conflicts continued until 2010 and the conflict 

became to be settled in most areas of the country. Unfortunately, some continuity of this type 

of violence still occurs today in Indonesia, especially on Indonesian part of the New Guinea 

island, Papua. Since the stability of Indonesia has increased the country has moved more and 

more toward a democratic course. (Vickers 2013, 216–217). The election processes have 

become more open and in 2004, the president was first time in Indonesia’s history directly 

elected by the popular vote.  Democratic systems have developed, and regional autonomies 

have been given to make bureaucratic processes transparent and closer to people. Many of the 

conflicts were driven by the fact that everything was centralised to Java. Therefore, policies of 

decentralisation took place in 2001. Today Indonesia is divided into 31 provinces, with their 

regencies and municipalities holding the key bureaucratic systems that are responsible for 

most government services. But as mentioned earlier, Indonesia still have had and has multiple 

problems even though the economic growth has been stable. Political and social instability 

has been part of the recent history as terrorism, violence and human rights abuses have 

remained in certain areas.  

 

 

3.2. Religion, Culture and State 

 

Indonesia as a nation-state is an interesting case as it has multi-ethnic and multi-religious 

population. Java as the most populated island of Indonesia and as the largest ethnic group, 

having over 40% of the population, locating the capital as well as holding the power. To this 

day there has been only one president in Indonesia’s history who has come outside of Java 

and he held his office only for a short time after Suharto, before the 1999 elections. Javanese 

hold over 70% of the key positions of the military and most bureaucratic offices are majorly 

hold by the Javanese. Indonesia and its politics have always been highly dominated by the 

Javanese and their culture. This has been the root to many issues and still there is a power 

struggle between the Javanese and the non-Javanese. Ethnicities matter in Indonesia, and 

Javanese domination over the local ethnic minorities has been a struggle for minorities 

especially when exploited by the central authorities (Suryadinata 2002, 3–6). Ethnicities and 
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religions tend to go hand in hand and religion has played its part in the division as well as 

being a unifying factor.  

  Religiously Indonesia is diverse, and six religions have official status in the country. Still 

religiosity as well as everything else is dominated by the majority, and in Indonesia’s case it 

is dominated by the Javanese and their culture. In Java, the population are mostly adherents of 

Islam, but the Javanese Islam as such has always been a question mark for experts. Indonesia 

is not officially an Islamic state as the state does not follow the basis of the Sharia law. Nor 

does it name Islam as an only official religion, and it does not show Islamic symbols in its 

flag or its national anthems or emblems (Suryadinata 2002, 6). Many would say that 

Indonesia is a secular state, also Suryadinata (2002) mentions it in his explanation on Islam in 

Indonesia. But when we look closely how Indonesia was formed, how it is today and how 

religion is perceived in the national ideology, Pancasila, it is not purely secular. Religion has 

always played part in Indonesia and its politics, but it has not been religiously orthodox Islam 

that has taken part of the formation of the country. When we look Islam in Indonesia we are 

confused, it is not like anywhere else and the question becomes whether there is an 

Indonesian Islam or a Javanese Islam? Somehow Islam in Indonesia lived and developed in 

isolation from other Muslim majority countries and the notion of orthodox Islam. For 

Javanese, there was no issue to dress in their cultural clothing that comes from its Hindu-

Buddhist history, and there was no issue to address Java’s sultans that where descendants of 

Hindu gods (Taylor 2012, 159–160). This was how most Indonesians perceived Islam, but 

still a small minority existed and have grown over the years that follow a more orthodox or a 

Middle Eastern way of Islam. Tragically there exists also the more radical groups such as 

Jihadi groups and Muslim extremist groups. First the Chinese, and especially Christian 

Chinese were the victims of church burnings (Vickers 2013, 217) and intimidation, and then 

in 1999 they started or moved to intimidate also Westerners and foreigners. Eventually one of 

the movements escalated into an actual terrorist attack killing 202 people in 2002 in Bali, a 

province that has Hindu majority population and is the main tourist attraction in Indonesia. 

This was frowned upon by most Indonesians but there remained a significant number that 

could understand the attacks. Violence kept occurring all over the country between Christians 

and Muslims, even in places where religions have lived in harmony and tolerance for years 

(Taylor 2012, 160–161). 

 Islam in Indonesia has maintained its dominance in religious affairs, and it has grown in 

importance in society and in politics. Islam gained political power during Suharto’s regime as 
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his presidency favoured Muslims, partly due to political reasons and to keep the Muslim 

advocacy groups happy. This did not change after his regime was finished, the Islamic 

advocates and organisations kept their hold even more on society and policymaking. This can 

be seen that it is widely normal now in many parts of the country to see women and 

schoolgirls wearing hijab (Taylor 2012, 161–163). This was not normal in Java as it always 

perceived Islam in its own Indonesian way, by contrast this has been normal in Aceh, a 

province in the west of the country which has always been religiously conservative.  

 The state has always had to act with the differences in political views and issues between 

religions. During the time of independence, Japan was coordinating the independence of 

Indonesia, and their first task was to organise a board called “Investigatory Board on Efforts 

for the Preparation of Independence”, the board members were chosen by the Japanese. This 

board became a miniature parliament experiment, but it lacked representation. All board 

members were chosen from Java, there were no women, and religious representation was not 

sufficient to represent the numbers of Muslims in the country. Those Islamic board members 

who were appointed, lacked the knowledge of the Western system and legal expertise, and 

therefore could not offer much to the drafting processes, for example drafting of the 

constitution. (Fogg 2020, 131–133). 

 An important part of the constitution was the ideological base for the state and, as I have 

mentioned in the chapter 2.1., Sukarno was a key advocate of the Pancasila-ideology to be 

chosen as the state ideology. Pancasila is the five pillars or principles of the state that are; first 

principle is the belief in one supreme being (Sila Ketuhanan yand Maha Esa), second 

principle is a just and civilised humanity (Sila Kemanusian yang Adil dan Beradab), third 

principle is a commitment to unified Indonesia (Sila Persatuan Indonesia), fourth principle is 

the idea of citizens led by the wisdom of the representatives by consensus (Sila Kerakyatan 

yang dipimpin oleh Hikmat Kebijaksanaan dalam permusyawaratan/perwakilan), and fifth 

principle is a social justice for all Indonesian (Sila Keadilan Sosial bagi seluruh Rakyat 

Indonesia). (Morfit 1981, 840–841.) 

 The first principle, the belief in one supreme being, is translated in some other documents 

straight to one and almighty God, that in our western sense doesn’t seem very secular, but for 

Indonesia it is to encompass the wide range of religions of the country. But what it lacks is the 

possibility to not have any belief and having the freedom from it. For the orthodox Muslims 

and at the times of writing the constitution, the wide but not explicit recognition of Islam as 
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the true religion of the country, the five principles were not and are not enough. The debate 

between, accepting the five principles or adding some changes, were tasked to a “committee 

of nine” to find a way to address the concerns of the Muslim community. The committee after 

their discussions wanted to add in the first principle of belief in one God to become the 

principle of the “Belief in God with and obligation to follow Islamic Shariah for its 

adherents” (Fogg 2020, 134).  The notion that Muslims should abide Shariah law was a 

concern for the broader committee at the time, as the other members felt that it would make 

Islamic law an obligation to all Indonesians eventually. The reason this document, together 

with the added words, known by the name Jakarta Charter as it was signed in Jakarta in 1945, 

to be the preamble for the constitution, a separate document outside of the Pancasila. This was 

quickly removed from the constitution, as the Japanese warned the leaders that if it remained, 

the Christian parts of the country would not want to join the new country. This led to many 

meetings before the parliament signing of the new constitution. These meetings eventually 

removed all signs and references to Islam so that even the president does not need to a 

Muslim. This was accepted by the parliament unanimously. And as Fogg puts it in words: 

“These changes, caused largely by happenstance, did have serious impact on the character of 

the future state, particularly the role of Islam in the state.” (Fogg 2020, 134–140).  

 The Ministry of Religion was established to accommodate the Muslim populations 

interests after the failure of the Jakarta Charter and as well to keep the Islamic community and 

its leaders near the new government after the independence. It was founded in January 1946 

and the ministry was under the Ministry of Education and Culture. The Ministry of Education 

and Culture was very much under the secular nationalists who appraised and promoted 

Javanese culture. This was worrying to the interest of Islamists in the country and for 

Muslims who were afraid of the Javanese influence on their children. This led to a 

government regulation in 1949 that the ministry takes over all policies and offices that relates 

to religion, to include the freedom to practice your own religion, to carry out religious aspects 

of weddings, religious law (Islamic High Court of Justice), number of religious buildings, and 

religious education in national schools. Through the years, the ministry has remained until 

today, and in 1971 it had become the second largest ministry in Indonesia with over 150 000 

employees (Fogg 2020, p. 164-168), and it has been the place where Muslim politicians can 

legitimately root their religious interests. (Ramstedt 2004, 6–8).  

 When Suharto came to power after Sukarno, the aspects of the constitution and religious 

affairs did not have huge impact on the country. He continued the support of the Pancasila 
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and its five principles as the national ideology. Suharto did have a soft spot to favour Muslim 

politics for political gain, as the political and military Islam did help him oust Sukarno and 

communism from the state. But his policy of not allowing free speech over issues relating to 

religion, ethnicity, and race, ultimately meant that minorities and even Islamists could not 

raise their concerns politically or publicly. This subsequently meant that the Islamists revived 

after Suharto’s New Order government. The question of Jakarta Charter and the need for 

changing the constitution become more public and prominent in the conversations of the 

Islamic parties of the state. The movement for these changes was unsuccessful but it woke the 

Islamists to fight for Indonesia to become an Islamic state. (Fogg 2020, 225–226). The 

Islamists and Islamic militants are still today involved in local and national politics as well as 

using violence and fear for their benefit. 

 

 

3.3. Religious Minorities in Indonesia 

 

Indonesia has kept its diverse population in mind since its formulating its declaration of 

independence and constitution. The Pancasila principles unite the population to become one 

Pancasila-nation. The first principle, Believe in one God, gives certain freedom and respect 

for the various religions in the country, and the word “God” is written in Indonesian in the 

preamble of the constitution rather than using the Arabic word “Allah” or any other 

constitutional status to represent the majority Muslim population. It was also decided not to 

mention that Muslims should obey the Shariah law, which was a discussed multiple time over 

the course of history. What the principle lacks, is the freedom to not believe in one God, and 

this notion of freedom is also a crucial element for a democratic country (Magnis-Suseno 

2006, 27–29). 

 According to Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 2010 estimate in Indonesia the 

population is 87.5% Muslim, 7% Protestant, 2.9% Roman Catholic, 1.7% Hindu and other 

0.9% is Confucian and Buddhists and some 0.4% unspecified. Even though Indonesia by its 

constitution guarantee the freedom of worship, each according to her or his religion or belief, 

it still only recognises officially six religions: Islam, Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, 

Hinduism, Buddhism and Confucianism (Shah 2017, 24). These religions represent by 

percentage most of all adherents in Indonesia, but it does give some limitations to freedom of 
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religion. The number of the religion or belief people belong to, does not give place to those 

who do not believe or would prefer to leave/distance themselves from any of those religions. 

The religious minorities are within those official religions such as Christians and Hindus, 

but it also includes minorities within Islam. In Indonesia, the smaller sects of Islam such as 

Ahmadiyas and Shia’s are under pressure from the majority. Ahmadiyaa has been formally 

condemned as heretical, and therefore is not able to get acceptance for religious settings, and 

as well as with the Shia’s, they receive threats and intimidation regularly (Minority Rights 

2018). Religious minorities and ethnic minorities are in many cases the same, and the issues 

they might be dealing with is more connected to the issues of ethnicity and race rather than 

religion. In these cases, religion and religiosity is being used as a tool discriminate.    

In Indonesia, every person is required by law to identify themselves to one of the official 

religions in their identity cards, blank option is possible to some extent. This does not give 

those who identify themselves as atheist, agnostic or even Baha’is’, the option to identify 

themselves truthfully in the official papers. This also increases discrimination in official 

contexts where marriages and births are being registered. (US Department of State 2008).  

Indonesia is not only a country with diverse religious setting but also a country with 

many different ethnic minorities, over 500 ethnic groups with even more languages spoken. 

The various ethnic minorities sometimes go hand in hand with religious minorities but not 

always. The many islands of Indonesia house many ethnicities and places of various cultural 

practices. The dominant culture being Javanese, many other ethnic groups feel undermined 

due to the inharmonious relationship with the government. There has been attempts to limit 

the ethnic identities in the fear of it crumbling the state unity. This was the case in the time of 

New Order -period. Many of the ethnic groups and some say even all ethnic groups are 

indigenous people of Indonesia. 

 

 

4. Analysis of the Freedom of Religion in Indonesia 

 

This chapter is the analysis of the research and answers to the research questions of the thesis. 

Indonesia has been presented broadly, and in this chapter it will go into detail on the few 

factors that answer the thesis questions on the status of religious minorities in the country and 
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the way human rights and freedom of religion are perceived and actualised in the state. When 

studying the Indonesian case, two things were apparent and raised: the use of blasphemy laws 

and the religious harmony regulations. While researching these two issues it became apparent 

that there is a need to be also analysis on the groups, the Islamist organisations, that are 

contributing to the discourse in the society as well as to the misbehaviour towards the 

religious minorities. Therefore in this chapter it will present the blasphemy laws of the state, 

not going there in too detail with the legal documents but going into detail on how it is 

fulfilled and how it used by presenting few most known cases to understand what is 

happening on the ground. With looking on these cases we understand also in what extend the 

human rights violations are happening. The chapter will also present the notion and regulation 

of religious harmony. Religious harmony is much more than a merely a regulation as it is a 

state of mind as well as it has been made into a regulation. This regulation and its changes 

became apparent on the cases and the researched made of the country. The many reports 

reported that one of the main issues that religious minorities have is about their places of 

worship, and how they have been closed down, or they are not able to construct new ones or 

even repair the old ones. For religious minorities it is crucial to be able to assemble without 

harassment and in their own places of worship. In this chapter it will go on the development 

of the religious harmony and in what state it is today by presenting the facts and numbers on 

it. The analysis chapter will also explain further what the mentioned Islamic organisations are 

and how they mingle in the society. Islamist groups, those groups that define Islam as their 

ideological view, are inherent part of Indonesian history from the times of Suharto’s regime. 

In this chapter it will analyse how the Islamist organisations are in merged with politics and 

how their popularity is possible. Also, their popularity with the authorities. Intolerance has 

become a more and more prominent in Indonesia and these groups know how to use for their 

advantage.  

 

 

4.1. Blasphemy Law 

 

Blasphemy law, known as the law, that prohibits blasphemy, which could be the act of 

insulting things that are sacred, or that are considered as deity. Blasphemy laws are in fact 

quite common, approximately one third of the countries in the world have some sort of 
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blasphemy laws in place. In that sense, it can be seen as the law for protecting religious 

elements from being harassed or by breaching the sanctity of a religion. For example, in 

Finland, the blasphemy law exists, and it is possible to get a fine for breaching the law. 

However, the law has been changed in 1999 to focus on the harassment of people’s right to 

believe rather than focusing on the defamation of a religion or a deity. This law is in use still 

today, and probably the most famous prosecution in Finland on blasphemy happened in 2008, 

when a right-wing politician Jussi Halla-Aho was fined for making a link between Islam and 

paedophilia in his blog text. In Finland the cases are very much related with right-wing 

populism where religion is constructed to relate to certain ethnicities, and they are defended 

usually by the freedom of expression. (Äystö 2018, 186–187). This relates to the cases in 

Indonesia as blasphemous acts are as well very much related to the minorities but differs as 

most cases are the other way around whereas the minorities are the blamed to act 

blasphemous.  

In Indonesia, the case is very complex, and the main contradiction comes from the 

judicial integrity and the political nature of the blasphemy trials. Blasphemy laws around the 

world are used for different purposes and mostly they are used as a tool to persecute 

minorities or to suppress opposing views. In the other hand, those who speak for blasphemy 

laws, describe the need for those laws for the protection of religious minorities. Probably it is 

true somewhere but the general consensus in the international society is that blasphemy laws 

do more harm than good. (The United Nations 2017). The case is not simple, and what makes 

it more difficult is, how can anyone determine what is blasphemous and on the other hand, 

what is permitted by the principle on freedom of expression. 

Globally it is known that blasphemy laws are naturally conflicting or contradicting with 

the international human rights standards. USCIRF mentions five crucial elements what are the 

main complications with blasphemy laws when taken into consideration the Universal Human 

Rights. First, blasphemy laws violate the freedom of religion and belief. One should have the 

right to express any thought, even those that may be blasphemous. Secondly, blasphemy laws 

violate the freedom of expression. This is limiting directly speech and expression; one should 

be able to represent any opinion that may be oppose to a religion. Thirdly, blasphemy laws 

promote intolerance and discrimination against minorities. Blasphemy laws give power to the 

authorities to sanction those whose views are different from the majority. Usually blasphemy 

laws favour the majority religion and therefore discriminate minority religions. Fourthly, 

blasphemy laws are often misused. Government officials have become the ones that decide on 
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the truth of religious doctrines, this in fact have resulted in arbitrary arrests and provoked 

assaults and attacks. And lastly, blasphemy laws are frequently vague and overbroad. 

Blasphemy laws are worded vaguely on legal documents, and they lack the intent and 

specificity that international law standards require. (USCIRF 2018).  

 Indonesia’s criminalisation on blasphemy is based on two legal documents, the Criminal 

Code, and the Presidential Decree. The Blasphemy Act states that it is forbidden to: 

“intentionally, in public, communicate, counsel, or solicit public support for an interpretation 

of a religion ... that is similar to the interpretations or activities of an Indonesian religion, but 

deviates from the tenets of that religion.” (Uddin 2011, 49–50). The acts purpose is to protect 

the six official and recognised religions of the Indonesian state. And the way to protect is to 

punish those who are out of the official status, and who preach and teach in variant to the 

teachings of the official or the traditional religion or against those religions. The official 

religions of Indonesia hold religious bodies in the government to determine what is acceptable 

way of believing or what beliefs are acceptable to them and what is not. This gives power to 

those who are in those bodies and it is always dependant of the political time and pressures. 

The Presidential Decree and the Criminal Code authorises the penalties, civil and criminal, for 

individuals, who are violating the law maximum up to five years imprisonment. (Uddin 2011, 

49–50). According to USCIRF the blasphemy laws have been under the eyes of the civil 

society for its legalese even in Indonesia, as those groups claim that the laws contradict 

Indonesia’s own constitution. Where the Indonesian Constitutional Court have responded to 

multiple times by reaffirming the law’s constitutionality, in other words they have endorsed 

the blasphemy laws. And according to the Constitutional Court, blasphemy laws are: 

“constitutionally appropriate means of combating interreligious tension.” (USCIRF 2019).  

Also, if we remember Indonesia’s national ideology, Pancasila, it is clear where Indonesia 

stands with the first principle of the belief in one God. This mindset does not leave room for 

any expression other than the official religions. In Indonesia the case is not only of expressing 

criticism about a religion but also about promoting something other than what is considered to 

be traditional to the country.  

 What is then happening in Indonesia? How the blasphemy laws are used? Here on, this 

thesis will look more closely on the cases that culminate the realities of the country. If we 

look on the numbers, the blasphemy cases have increased significantly in recent years. In the 

1990s the amount of blasphemy cases was small. During the period of Suharto’s Indonesia 

there were only eight cases in total. Since 2004 with the President, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyo, 
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the cases have increased. During the ten years in power, cases went exponentially to 125 at 

the time. And after him, President Joko Widodo, has continued the trend with 25 cases only in 

the years of 2014–2019. (USCIRF 2019). The amount of cases has increased in a short period 

of time, but what kind of cases are there? There are few types of cases that have happened in 

the recent years that are worth to be examined. These cases show how the blasphemy laws are 

used to oppress minorities, how public pressure drives on these cases, how the laws are used 

in politics and how it may punish those who have unintentionally said something that is 

considered as blasphemous or behaved in blasphemous ways. 

 Minorities in Indonesia have increasingly faced difficulties. One of them was Alexander 

Aan, who was an atheist in Indonesia. In Indonesia it is ‘illegal’ to be an Atheist, as the 

ideology of the state, Pancasila, with its five principles, mentions firstly the belief of one God. 

Then on the other hand, by the Indonesian constitution there are only the six official religions 

and Atheism is not included in them. Hence, the state is not prepared to protect the religious 

freedom of Atheists. Alexander Aan, who was a civil servant in the country, made comments 

on social media, Facebook, in 2012, mentioning that there is no God, and that he has left 

Islam to become an atheist. Also, according to his identity card, he was a Muslim as there is 

no option to be mentioned as an Atheist, which was then used against him as he was 

supposedly falsifying his religion in his identity card. For these reasons he was attacked by a 

Muslim militant mob and then arrested by the authorities. The court sentenced him in prison 

for “spreading information inciting religious hatred and animosity.” (End Blasphemy Laws 

2020).  

Even though most provinces of Indonesia are majority Muslim, and most blasphemy 

cases are against Islam and the suspects have usually been non-Muslim; especially Christians 

and blends of Islam such as the Gafatar movement. There have been some other cases that 

attack other religions too. In 2019 an Islamic preacher, Abdul Somad, was under an 

investigation for a video he uploaded online. The video contained material that was perceived 

as blasphemous against Christians as he preached in the video that the Christian cross, the 

crucifix, includes or contains, an evil spirit, the “infidel jinn”. (USCIRF 2019).  

 The fact that blasphemy is very difficult to define, and if it is something that someone 

said, it is a someone’s word against the other. How do we define then what really happened? 

This was the case with a Buddhist woman named Meliana, who was attacked on her home 

and sentenced to prison. And it all started with just a rumour that was false. According to 
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USCIRF, Meliana asked the daughter of the neighbouring mosque’s caretaker if the volume 

of the prayers coming from the Mosque could be lowered. The rumours spread as Meliana 

claiming for the end of the prayers, which was not true. The Muslim militant mobs did not 

only attack her in her house but also 14 Buddhist temples in the area were attacked because of 

this. Spreading of false rumours or even true ones can be dangerous in Indonesia. To make the 

case even more worrisome is that only a week after Meliana was sentenced, the Ministry of 

Religious Affairs, did in fact make new rules on the volumes of the loudspeakers in Mosques 

and during prayer call. (USCIRF 2019). In this light, it is clear that in Meliana’s case, the 

issue was not that she asked a question, the issue was that she was a Buddhist and by ethnicity 

a Chinese. She belonged to a minority, a double minority.  

 Lastly, maybe the most famous case that happened in 2017 during Jakarta’s gubernatorial 

election. This blasphemy case was based on politics where blasphemy laws were used to gain 

political power. Then Governor Basuki Tjahaja Purnama, who is known more commonly by 

the name Ahok, was sentenced to prison for being blasphemous against the Quran and Islam. 

He was the first public official to be convicted of blasphemy. Ahok himself was a double 

minority such as Meliana, as he was a non-Muslim, a Christian, and Chinese by ethnicity. 

This is not common in the public offices as he was only the second non-Muslim governor in 

office and a first Chinese in office. (Peterson 2020).  The case is interesting because the scale 

that it was observed was unprecedented. The case starts in 2016 when Ahok made an official 

visit to the island of Pramuka. During this visit Ahok made a reference from the Quran that 

had been used against him, by using the reference for making people being discouraged on 

voting him because he is a Christian. This was filmed, and then uploaded online by Ahok’s 

critic, Buni Yani. He named the video as “Defamation of Religion?” and he made it seem in 

his comments that Ahok was himself saying that Muslims can be misled by the Quran. The 

radical Islamists seemed to have seized the moment for their purpose to push him out as they 

wanted him to lose the elections as Ahok was most likely going to win. He was popular and 

allied with President Jokowi, which made him strong in the election. The rally against voting 

for Ahok became too prominent and he lost his bid in the election in April 2017, and after that 

he was convicted of blasphemy officially. And to quote Petersen “Ahok explained in a 

television interview in January 2017 with Al Jazeera, he believed that he had only been 

charged with blasphemy on this occasion because certain elements of society saw this as an  

opportunity to remove the ethnic-Chinese Christian governor from public office”. (Petersen 
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2020). Since then, other politicians have been targeted in the regard of blasphemy, as the 

Ahok case was a success for the radical Islamists.  

 The blasphemy cases in Indonesia that were presented showed the acts of intolerance that 

are made in the name of protecting religion. In all these cases there were used some sort of 

harassment, verbalised expressions of hatred or even a physical attacking of these persons and 

their places of worship. This sort of violence of the mobs is trying to use fear as a mean to 

achieve religious or social norms. This has increased the politization of religion and 

securitising of religion and belief. Violence and radicalism are mostly performed by non-state 

actors and reasoning their actions being religious. In these situations, according to the Special 

Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, the role of the government may be exacerbating, 

fuelling, and enabling an environment that leads and flourishes extremist behaviour. (UN 

2017).  This certainly is the case with Indonesia. Social media posts, rumours, false or altered 

(by motivation) information and mishaps have been spread in platforms of intolerance online. 

These platforms contribute to the voices of stereotyping and stigmatisation of people. 

Indonesia is a country with multicultural and inter-religious history, there can be generational 

history of hatred towards one other, there definitely exists gap or division between the Java 

and the rest. There is a lot of positive examples of symphony between cultures, but recently 

we have seen the spread of intolerance that has led to the increased numbers of blasphemy 

cases. Blasphemy is such a vaguely specified law that it is used when possible, and when 

needed for one’s benefit. 

 To conclude, the blasphemy laws in Indonesia are used in dubious ways and not only in 

cases where the act of blasphemy is clear and meant to be blasphemous. The blasphemy cases 

have also brought into the public by media or social platforms, which has led to multiple 

attacks, physical and verbal, on those people who have been accused. It is obvious that those 

kinds of attacks should not be supported but there are a lot of groups that find justification 

from their peers to do that. Blasphemy cases have been used to control politics and to pursue 

the social norms of a traditional beliefs. From the perspective of the Western world, it is 

alarming how the blasphemy laws and the public conversation on it pushes minorities become 

even more marginalised that they are. Indonesia as a such vast country with many islands do 

not forget that the issues are also widely localised being better in some parts and being even 

worse than maybe this thesis knows in another parts of the country, but the main conversation 

is seen and going on all over the country. The United Nations, human rights NGOs and the 

USCIRF, all have raised the concern and hope that Indonesia would stop the prosecutions on 
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blasphemy cases that aggravate tensions between religions and threaten the process of 

democracy and human rights. The global society should also stop overlooking Indonesia as a 

moderate Muslim country, but instead as a country that still has great potential to become 

even more respectful of human rights.  

 

 

4.2. Religious Harmony  

 

Indonesia is based on the Pancasila foundation of believing in one almighty God. But 

Indonesia is not like any country, it does have multireligious approach with its six official 

religions that are all monotheistic. The Indonesian state takes this notion of officiality of 

religions seriously and actually “in 1953, the Ministry of Religious Affairs reported that aliran 

kepercayaan (indigenous belief systems) failed to conform to the Ministry of Religious 

Affairs’ definition of a legitimate religion and thus did not deserve government protection.” 

(Kirkman 2013, 73).  Official religions hold a special status for protection under the 

Constitution and others simply do not exist as religions in the name of the state. And if a 

religious group is not behaving according to norms or is not exactly traditional, it will cause 

tension between the majority religion. Then there is also the case with Atheism that is seen as 

a threat to Indonesia’s norms and values in the country. This then leads to the fact that there is 

no place for politics if you differ from the mainstream for example being an Atheist. Politics 

are already difficult with being part of a religious minority, it is even more impossible for 

persons without a religion or a belief. Still Indonesia as a state is insisting on its original ideas 

of living in religious harmony and being tolerant together as the nation’s motto states: “Unity 

in Diversity”. What has changed then since the beginning of independent Indonesia?  

 Religious harmony as a concept has been part of Indonesia for a long time but the 

meaning of it have been changing during different times of history. In 1981, the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs developed the “Trilogy of Harmony” that was supposed to make Indonesia a 

conflict-free society. The ideal of the trilogy included inter-religious harmony, internal 

religious harmony and harmony between the religious adherents and the government. 

(Kirkham 2013, 69). This became the base for many policies implemented. The Bill of 

Religious Harmony was drafted in 2003 and it is been revised since then. The use for this bill 

was to define the purpose of Religious Harmony. According to Kirkham the three “illustrated 
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assumptions” of religious harmony are; that religion is the source of conflict, religious clerics 

and adherents are ”working for an object” and are oversight by the government, and finally 

that the state needs to control and monitor religious harmony as it is constantly threatened. 

(Kirkham 2013, 69–70).  These three assumptions that the Religious Harmony Bill brought 

forward made it clear that religious harmony is not a right of the people, but rather a tool for 

the state to control religious tensions under the label of protecting political and social 

stability.  

 It is mentioned before that Indonesia is a state where religious affairs, such as religious 

harmony, blasphemy cases and other religious matters such as the inter-religious dialogue are 

run by the government. The official religions have the forum to be heard in the government. 

During the history of Indonesia, the forum has changed over time. The Ministry of Public 

Affairs founded the Inter-religion Contact and Communion that was later changed to Inter-

religious Council and today it has been updated to Inter-religious Harmony Forum (FKUB). It 

is a council that ensures the government of the religious harmony in the state. Most 

importantly it works with the agendas of the government. For the government, the main areas 

of interests are preserving the state ideology, Pancasila, and the security of the state by 

encouraging national unity and development. (Kirkham 2013, 70).  

 In 2006 Indonesia passed the newest regulation on Religious Harmony that is still in 

place today. Since then each local administration must have the Inter-religious Harmony 

Forum to decide on issues related to that local area. The Inter-religious Harmony Forum is 

constructed of 21 (or 19 in smaller districts) members that are religious representatives that 

coordinate with the local religious leaders and faith groups. The memberships are supposed to 

be proportionally divided between religions according to the area’s religious composition. 

(Harsono 2018). This sounds fairly fair, but in reality, with approximately only one or two 

seats left for the minority religions, it gives the veto power to the majority. Most of all 

Indonesia is majority Muslim. Only few areas such as Bali, with majority Hindu population, 

have other composition than majority Muslim council. Also note that the members of the 

Forum are chosen by political leaders of the area. (Harsono 2020).  

 The 2006 regulation and its local Inter-religious Harmony Forum has been under 

criticism for its way of giving out permits for places of worship as it has changed the 

regulations to become more restricted. The construction or renovation of a place of worship 

has become more challenging as in the 2006 regulation it states, according to Human Rights 
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Watch, that the changes made needs to be based on a real need and in composition of the 

people. From this regulation there is a clear message from the government when using the 

words composition of the people to minimise the publicity of minorities and make them work 

harder for their place in the society. The permit for the renovations or construction of a place 

of worship requires: an approval of the village head with names and identity cards of 90 

people who would use the place of worship, a support letter from 60 people of a different faith 

who live in the area, a formal recommendation from the local branch of the Religious Affairs 

Ministry and a formal recommendation from the local Inter-religious Harmony Forum. 

(Harsono 2020). The last one mentioned and previously presented, seems to be the stopping 

point for many faith groups for building a place of worship and renovating or keeping up their 

places of worship. The Inter-religious Harmony Forum composed from religious leaders 

chosen by the local politicians with a majority are using their veto power to close projects that 

minority groups are applying for. Even President Jokowi at the time of the elections promised 

its voters to change the regulation as it is merely used to marginalise minority religions and 

close their places of worship. He did not keep his promise. Later there has been a movement 

where Muslim extremists have found their ways into the Forum and started using it to their 

benefit. (Harsono 2020). The regulation is used to close down places of worship, but also it 

has increased significantly the amount of violence against religious minorities. Only between 

January 2005 and December 2010 over 430 churches were forced to be closed. (Human 

Rights Watch 2013). In 2015 when there was a protest to close down Christian churches for 

not having the right permits according to the regulations, and the official proceeding was too 

slow for them, they decided to take the law to their own hands. A reported mob of over 

hundred people set fires to two churches and a man was killed. This led over thousands of 

Christians fleeing from the area. Not only Christians face difficulties with their churches 

being closed, but also Ahmadis, Shias and Bahai’s are having serious problems with their 

places of worship being attacked. (US Department of State 2017).  

Religious harmony in Indonesia is not only mentioned on the regulations but it is an 

intertwined part of Indonesian society and politics. Indonesia as a multi-religious country is 

proud to conserve and protect the harmonious living between religions. But in what way, we 

can ask ourselves? Is it harmonious if the majority of the population decides what is 

traditional to the Indonesian society and what are the values and norms of the country? It is 

certain that politics that limits human rights and freedoms of the population is not ideal. 

Politicisation of religion in the other hand is not the solution for the ongoing issues that 
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Indonesia is facing with extremist mobs and attacks fuelled by hatred and intolerance of the 

other, mostly towards religious minority groups. If religion is politicised, as it is so in 

Indonesia, it is therefore instrumentalised as a tool that can be used for different purposes, 

religious or political. It also empowers the mobs and the religious extremists by giving them 

the legal framework and the public acceptance.  

 

 

4.3. Violence and Islamic Organisations 

 

The Indonesian tradition with religious tolerance and pluralism has been under a review on 

this thesis but as well as we can see from the examples presented that it has been under an 

increasing pressure. Violent disputes over religious policies and conflicts between religions 

and struggling over religious identities have undermined the position as a religiously 

moderate country. Religiously motivated violence, rules of law that undermine minorities and 

overlooking on human rights abuses threaten the democratic stability of the country and the 

respect for institutions and the rule of law in Indonesia. (USCIRF 2013). The Indonesian 

government must admit that they have failed the protection of religious minority groups. It is 

a deliberate choice of the country that they have ruled the state protection to the majority and 

left the minorities in the margins, the official minorities as well as minorities without the 

official status are even more out of the decision making and protection. The government has 

repeatedly put minorities under a risk locally and nationally through the law enforcement, 

deterrent measures or prosecutions, and militant groups have been involved or at least 

encouraged for violence or attacks against minorities, their places of worship or organised 

protests to intimidate meetings where religious minorities are at. Some of the cases involve 

official level of participation from the local administrative level such as the neighbourhood 

association and citizens association and also some local Islamist leaders have been taken part 

in the harassment of religious minorities. (Human Rights Watch 2013).  

The politization of religion has been the path that the Indonesian government has chosen, 

and it has been shown how Islamic teachings and groups are playing part in the political 

decision making and influencing in the national and local level policies. However, it is worth 

to analyse as well how Islamic groups are driving their agenda on the political and societal 

arena. According to Nastiti and Ratri (2018), Islamic political parties are declining, and they 
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are getting fewer votes than before, but still Islamic agendas are driving due to the power that 

Islamic organisations are holding. The advantages of Islamic organisations compared to other 

political organisations are categorised into three main ideas by Nastiti and Ratri. Firstly, the 

Islamic organisations hold moral authority. As an organisation that holds Islamic values as 

their core, they have the authority to use theological doctrines to represent and to frame their 

ideal of Islam and therefore their ideal of the correct way of political and identity politics. 

They hold the piety to decide what is right and what is wrong. This is used as an emotional 

appeal to steer political decisions. Theological knowledge is an advantage over lay people. 

Secondly, Islamic organisations hold an organisational capacity on all levels of society. They 

are rooted in the grassroot level as well as having access to the highest levels of government. 

Grassroot level involvement has grown throughout Indonesia’s own history as these 

organisations have been involved in the social outreach. And lastly Islamic organisations hold 

also political patronage as they have good linkages with the elites of the country which 

empowers them in formal and informal organisations of the country. (Nastiti 2018).  

 In Indonesia there are many organisations that hold Islam as their core value and ideal, 

and many of them hold great value in the civil society. These organisations have been 

contributing to the discourses in the society and gained the intellectual and political capacity 

to take part in the society. It is common for Indonesians to even identify themselves as a 

follower of certain organisation, for example identifying as Muhammadiyah Muslim. 

Muhammadiyah is a modernist movement and the largest modernist Islamic organisation of 

the country. (Burhani 2019). With many organisations and identities involved in Islamic 

movement in Indonesia, there also exists those organisations that are controversial, radical, 

and/or are using violence to achieve their goals. These kinds of groups also incite violence, 

harassment and attacks that may be perpetrated by mobs and other people or groups of people.  

 According to most of the Religious Freedom reports from USCIRF, the most common 

group that was mentioned as a violent group, inciting the attacks and behind the attacks 

against religious minorities and their places of worship, was the Islamic Defender’s Front. 

And therefore, in this thesis I will give the Islamic Defender’s Front as the example and not 

go through all the organisations. Islamic Defender’s Front and other similar extremist militias 

and other groups have been “espousing religious intolerance under the banner of Islamic 

orthodoxy repeatedly have targeted religious minorities for intimidation, discrimination, and 

societal violence.” (USCIRF 2013). The Islamic Defender’s Front is a hard-line Islamic 

organisation that legitimises its violent actions by deeming the victim as sinful or deviant 
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from traditional religiosity. According to the Article from Contemporary Islam, the Islamic 

Defender’s Front receives indirect support from politicians and powerful political factions and 

is an ally of the authorities and also that they avoid being labelled as terrorist group by 

campaigning. In the article it is notable that they come to the conclusion that the Islamic 

Defender’s Front would clearly meet the criteria of the definition of a terrorist organisation by 

the US Military, but still the organisation is not listed as a terrorist organisation by the 

Indonesian government or the International community. (Woodward 2014).  

 The Islamic Defender’s Front has been involved with the public discourse, it has been 

linked to the police and politicians and other authorities of the state. It is true that many 

Indonesians frown upon the Islamic Defender’s Front and say that it does not represent them 

but still somehow the Islamic Defender’s Front has kept its popularity and are able to exist in 

the Indonesian public discourse. The organisation does not work alone. It belongs to an 

umbrella organisation called the Indonesian Council of Muslim Scholars that represent in 

their own understanding as the Voice of the Indonesian Muslim community. This umbrella 

organisation condemns terrorism and they use more polite language than the Defender’s 

Front. The Islamic Defender’s Front and similar organisations use the umbrella organisation’s 

rulings to justify their behaviour and actions. They are able to do so as the umbrella 

organisation is also in their ruling’s conservative for example, they have ruled Ahmadiyya 

Muslims, that is a religious minority, as a deviant sect of Islam and lobbied them to be 

banned. This ruling incited more violence against the religious minority that has already been 

pushed to the margins. (Woodward 2014). The protection of these minorities and others has 

not been well executed by the authorities, the police forces are even siding with the Islamist 

mobs and groups in some of the cases. There are many ways that the police and the authorities 

are taking part or simply ignoring the violence that has occurred or is occurring. According to 

Human Rights Watch, depending on the case the reasons vary. The police may be too small in 

numbers compared to the militants, or they lack the clear instructions on what to do in these 

cases, and/or other political, economic, or religious reasons. Sometimes the police have 

already stopped the religious groups assembling or carrying out religious prayers or services 

just because the existence of a threat of violent attacks from Islamic groups. (Human Rights 

Watch 2013). The support from the police is not only indirect or looking the other way but 

also as the article in Contemporary Islam puts it: “the police have sometimes provided 

logistical support to FPI (the Islamic Defender’s Front) and following the “action” been seen 

sharing meals with FPI fighters”. (Woodward 2014). The Islamic groups know that there is 
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only a little for the police to do and stop them of committing the acts of violence. So, the 

groups do not even mind when police are standing by and watching the attacks happening and 

harassment unfolding. The police even with the evidence witnessed by their own eyes are 

failing to arrest those perpetrators. Maybe the fear of those groups is stopping them, or they 

are siding with them on purpose, either way the Islamic militants hold power and they are not 

afraid to use it.  

 The Indonesian state has failed to protect and change the course of the Islamic 

movements that involve violence, inciting fear, public intolerance, and harassment of 

religious minorities.  Indonesia has suffered also attacks from named terrorist groups and 

people but somehow it has not been able to name for example the Islamic Defender’s Front as 

a terrorist organisation and therefore it has had room in the society to grow and act. What is 

the difference then, that makes the country say that something is a terrorist attack or a group? 

The Islamic Defender’s Front have very skilled leaders that can mingle in the political arena 

and they are good drawing in people and popularity. Since they have gained popularity and 

credibility, it has brought them legitimacy by also being associated with the authorities. If 

Indonesia wants to keep the democratic track that started in the 1990s, they are in a crucial 

place to change their attitude towards religious minorities and the protection policies of 

freedom of religion for all, that are required by the UDHR. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Indonesia is the most populous Muslim-majority country in the world, but it does not hold 

Islam as the religion of the state. Indonesia is a multi-religious country, with officially 

recognising six religions. This relates directly to the history of the country. Indonesia was 

formed from thousands of islands, cultures, and languages. Religious plurality was given and 

when forming the state, it was crucial to get all the different cultures to work together and to 

become a unified nation. This meant that Indonesians would have to embrace the various 

ways of life to become one nation and the mentality “Unified in Diversity” became the state 

of mind as well as the official motto of the state. Tolerance and acceptance of different 

religions have definitely had an impact on the forming of the state.  
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Another mentality that the state holds is the five principles of the state called Pancasila. It 

was one of the first things I heard from Indonesia and how the people identified themselves as 

being the Pancasila-nation. It is something that Indonesians base themselves, maybe in the 

same way as the Americans with their constitution. Pancasila is not only about how the people 

feel about it but is inalienable part of Indonesian politics since the formulation of it. In this 

study it has become clear that the Pancasila ideology affects the notion of religious freedom. 

The first principle has been mentioned multiple times when analysing the many scenarios of 

the religious freedom in the country. The principle of belief in one almighty God as a nation is 

special, especially as it does not mention or imply on any particular religion. In the other hand 

it does limit the freedom from any religious affiliation or belief to something that is 

considered different from the belief in one God. Comparing to the basis of the study, the 

UDHR, Pancasila is in contrast with its limitations to be free from religion or belief. The state 

in the same time had the greatest opportunities to become the most tolerant nation but the 

national ideology keeps binding them imperceptibly with limitations and maintaining the 

roots for intolerance. 

 The different regimes have had different impacts on the country. Religion has always 

been part of the political conversation and part of the society. President Sukarno and the time 

of Guided Democracy were aiming to increase and gain political stability in the new state. As 

mentioned, the first regime focused on building unity in the country, and this was done by 

nationalism, through religion and with communism. Religion became an integrated part of 

politics from the beginning as there were already Islamic groups that needed to be pleased for 

political gain. The successor of Sukarno was Suharto and his regime became to be known as 

the New Order. Suharto wanted to distance the country away from communism and it begun 

to look more closely towards the Middle East. All organisations and anything related to 

communism was banned and the study shows that this was the time that Islamic groups paved 

their way in as Suharto favoured Islam and Islamic groups as they were the ones that helped 

him oust Sukarno. During this period, the New Order, all issues, or concerns related to 

politics, religions, ethnicities etc were banned, and from here the study has demonstrated that 

there was a change from the politics of unification with diversity towards a more becoming 

one and as a nation state. Meaning that politics and society were turning more homogenous 

and intolerant of differences in opinion. Communism was ousted and as the study has 

indicated that, the hard laws and control over opinions and identity including religiosity came 

into power instead. We can see from the historical facts presented that religion turned into a 

tool which you could use to steer the notion of norms by affecting to people’s religious 
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emotions. It is clear that during this time the position of the majority became very prevalent, 

and when Suharto’s regime begun to collapse in the 1990s, the Islamist took hold of the new 

situation and kept, and even increased, their presence and popularity.  

 The government has throughout the history kept religion as a part of the discussion. It 

became politicised very quickly in the beginning of the independence and the formulation of 

the constitution as well as in the national ideology. For the government officials religion was 

seemed as an eternal source of conflict and issues, as this study presented the Kirkham’s 

theory of the three “illustrated assumptions” of religious harmony, and therefore it somehow 

made sense for the government that religion needs to more regulated and all these different 

commissions, ministries, neighbouring association etc. became the truth tellers of the 

Indonesian tradition, norms and even religious practices and theology. The already existing 

Islamist organisations were obviously actively involved and take part in the membership and 

formulation of these different bodies of the state. The minorities were left out naturally as the 

compositions were decided according to the composition of the local area and in the name of 

religious harmony.  

 Religious harmony, the beautiful sounding ideology and regulation, became the core for 

many clashes between religions. Maybe it cannot be said to be the source as religious 

harmony could be used very differently if the majority would be making decisions to enhance 

the harmonious way of living by accepting new churches and other places of worship. In the 

case in most of Indonesia, the majority is not using the regulation to become more 

harmonious, as this study shows that they are using it to make it impossible for the religious 

minorities exist. It is not the root of the problem itself, but it has made the minority religious 

groups fear of assembling, organising prayers, being attacked and fearing their buildings 

being destroyed. From the evidence gathered by USCIRF, which are presented in this study, it 

is evident that the fear is rightful, and it has made them flee from their homes in some parts of 

the country. The UDHR states that religious gatherings and their places of worship should be 

protected as well as the people and that it is illegal to discriminate others because of their 

religious affiliation. In here we come to the point of the issue with non-religious minorities 

such as Atheists who should also be protected. The Indonesian government has made it clear 

that not all religious groups are equal and do not deserve the same protection. From the 

perspective of the international society we can say that the protection of minorities, freedom 

of religion and human rights has failed. 

This study has demonstrated that the government officials and authorities are part of the 

problem as well as they are part of the solution. In the grassroot level, the local authorities 
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have been taking part in many ways indirectly in the violence that have been occurring. As 

presented, they have been seen having meals together with the members of the mobs, they 

have incited more fear by pushing some minority groups to flee, they have been at the conflict 

situation and not done anything to stop it happening and finally they have not told the courts 

the truth of the events that they have seen. It is shocking that this sort of behaviour is possible 

and there is only a little that can be done if the attitudes and intolerances have grown into this. 

The attitude towards differences in religion are also seen in everyday life, not only in the form 

of prayers and such but also in the events where national identity cards must be shown. In the 

identity cards it is compulsory to have religious affiliation mentioned and it can be only one 

of the six officials. In some cases, it can be left blank, but this also leads to discrimination. In 

these cases, it is clear that the ones that use those discriminative measures are the officials of 

the state. This is another example of state’s role in the protection of human rights for all. The 

state has a responsibility to stop this sort of behaviour occurring and they should use 

preventative measures as well. And why it seems that the government is turning a blind eye 

on these issues? The analysis has highlighted the importance of the Islamist organisations, 

their power of lobbying and their access to the right bodies of the government and in the 

society. The Islamist organisations are linked with groups in the Middle East, but in this 

study, it did not come forward in the research much. It would have been interesting to find 

more about it and it could be a future study on how the Indonesian Islamic organisations 

relate to various groups in the Middle East.  

The blasphemy cases in particular present us the whole umbrella of how the Indonesian 

state handles cases that are related to intolerance, religious tension, and all in all the role of 

the religious minorities in the society. The cases have shown us that only a rumour can incite 

crimes against religious groups and make people vulnerable of attacks from mobs and other 

religious organisations. The blasphemy cases have exposed us to analyse the role from 

grassroots to the higher levels of government. If we look from the top to down, we have 

presented that the Presidents of the state have a huge role on the number of blasphemy cases. 

The current President Joko Widodo has continued the path of his predecessor who allowed the 

numbers of blasphemy cases increase aggressively. Then on the other level we have the legal 

system and authorities, who in most cases have taken the side of the majority. Rumours and 

false information have been believed and prosecutions have been made with the limited 

evidence of the truth. Not only that they may be false accusations, but some cases have a 

motive behind the blasphemy accusations that is driven by a political or a social gain. These 

cases are driven by the wrong intentions. The constitutional court has also given its support of 
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the blasphemy laws even though the international society and local activists have been trying 

to appeal for a change in the system that targets minorities, ethnic and religious, as it is so 

vague that it can be misused and empowers government officials as the truth tellers of 

theology and religious harmony.  

 It is important to recognise that Indonesia with its thousands of islands and cultures, is 

also regional in its practises and atmospheres of tolerance. In this thesis the issues related to 

religious freedom in Indonesia, is overseen from the above and tried to find out the core of the 

issues as well as find out the cases. The cases presented were from different regions of the 

country and only some examples of the situation as there are many more, but still giving an 

overview of the overall situation. Indonesia could be analysed more in the regional level and 

these regions could be compared with each other to find out the regional differences. In the 

beginning Aceh was mentioned as a more traditional so we can only assume that the situation 

is more prevalent in there than in other parts of the country. In the other hand, the religious 

composition of the area does not all ways explain the situation well and this is the case in the 

island of Papua, which could be studied a lot more of its academically interesting situation.  

 The Indonesian case on freedom of religion and belief also bears importance for the 

international society as well. Indonesia has the largest Muslim population in the world and 

therefore what happens in Indonesia has some bearing in other countries too, and especially in 

Muslim majority countries. Therefore, Indonesia is not an isolated case and what the 

development of the situation is there influences the Islamic world more widely. This model 

can be researched in more broader way when looking at religious studies. Before it was quite 

common for religions to hold many centres that discussed with each other and now we can see 

a shift where one centre could create a strong paradigm that affects the whole spirit of the 

religion. Another issue that is interesting in the case of Indonesia is the regulation of religion 

and what kind of trail it leaves in Indonesia and how it would be in another setting in another 

country.  It is also important to understand what kind of power organisations, that are not 

regulated as such, have and what kind of impact religious organisations have as an authority 

of the religion even though they may not be the official representatives of a religion. In the 

case of Indonesia, it is interesting to find out the extent and scope of reasoning behind the 

many acts and the overall situation. It is shown in this study and it undeniably shows us that 

any situation that is happening in the world is not black and white and there are no easy 

solutions for a change. 
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